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Abstract Brassinosteroids (BR) are one of the key regulators of plant growth and development13

and have been the object of intense study. Whereas the individual components of the pathway14

have been well characterized experimentally, we employed computational modeling in15

combination with quantitative experiments to study the dynamics and regulation of the plasma16

membrane-localized fast BR response pathway in the epidermal cell layer along the Arabidopsis17

thaliana root axis that initiates early processes leading to cell elongation growth. The model,18

consisting of ordinary differential equations, comprises the BR induced hyperpolarization of the19

plasma membrane, the acidification of the apoplast and subsequent swelling of the cell wall.20

Utilizing this model and verified by experimental approaches, we demonstrate that the21

competence of the root epidermal cells for the physiological responses predominantly depends22

on the amount and activity of H+-ATPases in the plasma membrane. The model further predicted23

that an influx of cations is required to balance the shift of charges caused by the acidification of24

the apoplast. A potassium transporter was identified and characterized, which may fulfill this25

charge compensation. Lastly, we further specified in silico the role of the negative regulator BIR326

in the fine tuning of the cell physiological output.27
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28

Introduction29

Brassinosteroids (BRs) are plant steroid hormones that regulate a great variety of physiological and30

developmental processes including elongation growth as well as environmental adaptations (Müs-31

sig et al., 2002; Clouse, 2002; Lv and Li, 2020; Wolf, 2020). To achieve this, BR signal transduction32

is closely linked with a multitude of other signaling pathways (Lv and Li, 2020).33

The canonical sequence of BR perception and signal transduction, which also leads to cell elon-34

gation, is mediated by the plasma membrane (PM)-resident, nanocluster-organized receptor ki-35

nase brassinosteroid-insensitive 1 (BRI1) and its co-receptor BRI1-activating kinase 1 (BAK1) as36

central elements (Lv and Li, 2020; Wolf, 2020) . The binding of BR to the receptor´s extracellular37

domain results in the re-arrangement of several proteins in the BRI1 nanocluster. This involves the38

release of inhibitory mechanisms that include BRI1 kinase inhibitor 1 (BKI1) and BAK1-interacting39

receptor like kinase 3 (BIR3) and leads to an increased interaction of BRI1 with BAK1 followed by40

a variety of auto- and trans-phosphorylation events of their cytoplasmic domains. This cascade of41

events eventually results in the establishment of the fully active BRI1 receptor complex.42

Once the active complex is established, the BR response splits into two distinct downstream43

pathways to trigger cell elongation (Clouse, 2002, 2011): A gene regulatory pathway leading to44

extensive transcriptional rearrangements that are realized via the kinase Brassinosteroid Insensi-45

tive 2 (BIN2), by the key transcription factors Brassinazole Resistant 1 (BZR1) and BR Insensitive46

EMS Suppressor 1 (BES1) (Lv and Li, 2020). The second, faster pathway takes place in PM-resident47

BRI1 nanoclusters and leads to the upregulation of the proton pumping ATPase (AHA) activity (Fig.48

1) (Caesar et al., 2011). The enhanced activity of AHA results in the acidification of the apoplas-49

tic space, hyperpolarization of the PM’s membrane potential (Em, activation of low pH-dependent50

apoplastic enzymes, which finally weaken the wall´s rigidity, causing wall swelling and eventually51

the onset of cell elongation (Elgass et al., 2009; Caesar et al., 2011;Witthöft et al., 2011;Witthöft52

and Harter, 2011; Palmgren et al., 1991; Regenberg et al., 1995; Baekgaard et al., 2005; Phyo et al.,53

2019). This sequence of signaling and reaction pathways allows for instance root cells in the elon-54

gation zone to grow four times their size in the meristematic zone with a growth rate of up to 0.755

µmmin-1 (Fasano et al., 2001; Verbelen et al., 2006).56

While the activation of the pathway is well understood qualitatively, the information on the57

inactivation of the pathway is currently still sparse. The receptor BRI1 autophosphorylates at the58

residue S891, which inhibits the receptor activity (Oh et al., 2012). However, the time-scale of this59

phosphorylation is very slow, as it increases over the course of 12 h after stimulation with BR. The60

dephosphorylation of this site is even slower, as residual phosphorylations can be detected 5 d61

after inhibiting BR synthesis using brassinazole (Oh et al., 2012).62

Despite the qualitative knowledge on the constituents, the BR perception and the canonical63

signaling events, the dynamics of the system as a whole have yet to be examined quantitatively64

(Sankar et al., 2011; van Esse et al., 2012, 2013a,b; Allen and Ptashnyk, 2017). Therefore, we em-65

ployed computational modeling in combination with quantitative experimental data on the fast66
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BR response pathway in the PM, focusing on the epidermal cells of the Arabidopsis root tip as the67

epidermis limits the rate of elongation (Hacham et al., 2011). The root tip is an excellent model68

system for such a combined study because cells there first undergo a phase of cell division in the69

meristematic zone followed by a phase of growth in the elongation zone before reaching their ma-70

ture state. Since BR is involved in the control of both cell division and cell elongation in the different71

zones, the hormone implements on the specific functional competence and behavior of the cells72

along the axis of the root tip. However, themolecular determinants and processes establishing this73

competence are poorly understood in terms of their quantitative dynamics. This lack of knowledge74

virtually provokes the use of computational modeling.75

While computational modeling is commonly

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the key
constituents and processes of the plasma
membrane-associated fast BR response pathway
initiating early steps in cell elongation. A. Inactive
state: Co-localizing in a preformed nanocluster, the
inhibitors BKI1, BIK1 and BIR3 suppresses the
activity of BRI1 in the absence of BR keeping the
activity of H+ ATPases AHA1 and 2 at basic levels.
By interaction with BAK1, BIR3 blocks the access of
the co-receptor to BRI1. B. Active state: Upon
BR-binding to the receptor, the inhibitory
mechanisms of BKI1, BIK1 and BIR3 on BRI1 and
BAK1 are released causing the formation of the
active BRI1/BAK1 complex. The complex enhances
the AHA activity resulting in cell wall acidification,
plasma membrane hyperpolarization and
eventually onset of cell elongation.
These key constituents and qualitatively described
processes were used for the initial establishment
of the computational model at cellular.

76

used in biomedical research, it has beenusedmuch77

less frequently in the plant field (Hübner et al.,78

2011; Holzheu and Kummer, 2020). A few exam-79

ples in plants include the modeling of auxin sig-80

naling (Vernoux et al., 2011) and transport pat-81

tern (Band et al., 2014), and parts of the BR sig-82

naling (Sankar et al., 2011; van Esse et al., 2012,83

2013a,b; Allen and Ptashnyk, 2017). For instance,84

the modeling approach by van Esse et al. ana-85

lyzed the link between the BR dose, gene expres-86

sion and growth behavior in both the Arabidop-87

sis root and shoot (van Esse et al., 2012, 2013a,b).88

However, noneof the previousmodeling approaches89

has been able to truly quantitatively depict cellu-90

lar responses, make clear predictions about the91

cellular behavior or predict limiting constituents92

or processes.93

In our study, we were able to determine how94

the constituents of the PM-resident fast BR response95

pathwaywork together and identified its rate-limiting96

elements applying an ordinary differential equa-97

tions (ODE) approach. Substantiated by wet lab98

experiments, our computational approach led to99

a detailed kinetic model that describes the cellu-100

lar response and explains the BR controlled dif-101

ferential growth behavior of the root cells on the102

basis of the differential AHA accumulation and ac-103

tivity. Furthermore, themodel predicted the existence of a cation influx across the PM that is crucial104

for the apoplastic acidification and Em hyperpolarization - subsequently narrowed down experi-105

mentally. Lastly, the model shows of how the extent of the BR response can be fine-tuned by the106

level of the BIR3 inhibitor. Our model proposes that the specific composition of the PM-resident107
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BRI1 nanoclusters determines the competence of the root cells to elongate.108

Results109

A mathematical model of the fast BR response110

To analyze the important steps and factors of the cell-specific, fast BR response in the root tip, we111

developed a detailed mathematical model consisting of ODEs (Fig. 2). The model comprises four112

cell compartments: the cytosol, the cell wall and the vacuole as three-dimensional compartments113

as well as the PM as a two-dimensional compartment. The explicit inclusion of the PM as two-114

dimensional compartment was prompted by the fact that most components of the BR perception115

and initial processes are located in themembrane and the relevance of themembrane as a scaling116

factor in this kind of system (Holzheu et al., 2021). The compartment sizes were set such that the117

model initially described the behavior of a single epidermis cell in the early elongation zone of the118

A. thaliana root (van Esse et al., 2011) (see Appendix 1 Tab. 1).119

The model captures the important components and steps of the fast BR response pathway. It120

is set up in a way that an equilibrium state was reached before the system is stimulated with the121

hormone by maintaining the system first without the hormone for 24 h. In this state, only a few122

crucial reactions occur and carry a flux (�): the interaction between BIR3 and BAK1 (�7) and BIR3123

and BRI1 (�6), the proton leak from the cell wall into the cytoplasm (�2), the basal activity of the124

ATPases AHA1 and AHA2 (�1) and the exchange of potassium ions between cytoplasm and cell wall125

(�4) and cytoplasm and vacuole (�5). Modeling the basal state as a physiologically plausible steady126

state ensures that the model describes the inactive state of the BR response pathway accurately127

and that the interactions of BIR3 with BAK1 and BRI1 are in an equilibrium.128

The hormone is added to the model by an event triggered at 24 h. According to the current129

state of knowledge, this initiates a number of molecular processes in the PM that occur almost130

simultaneously (Fig. 2): binding of BR to BRI1 (�9), the loss of BRI1 inhibition by its C-terminus (�12),131

the release of BKI1 and BIK1 after phosphorylation (�10 and �11, respectively) as well as the release132

of BIR3 from BAK1, the establishment of the BAK1-BRI1 interaction via BR (�13), and the auto- and133

transphosphorylation of BAK1 and BRI1 (�14). These spatial rearrangements and post-translational134

modifications result in the active form of the BRI1 receptor complex, which immediately stimulates135

the activity of H+-ATPases very likely by phosphorylation (Minami et al., 2019) (�15). Further signaling136

events occur later in time and lead to differential gene expression (Lv and Li, 2020). However, these137

late events were not considered here for our modeling approach.138

The main cell physiological output of this early sequence of events is the acidification of the139

apoplastic space and the hyperpolarization of the Em. The latter is calculated based on the net140

change in charge distribution of protons and potassium across the PM, the specific capacitance141

of the plasma membrane (White et al., 1999) and the membrane surface (van Esse et al., 2011)142

(see Appendix 1 Tab. 1). However, combining the available information derived from the literature143

resulted in preliminary model draft that was not able to reproduce the measured experimental144

data, for instance regarding the Em hyperpolarization. Knowing that even an acidification from145

a pH of 5.5. to 5 will result in a membrane hyperpolarization greater than the one observed by146
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Figure 2. Scheme of the model structure of the fast BR response. Compartments are indicated by grey boxes.
Smaller molecules are indicated by circles, proteins by rectangles. Potential sites for protein modifications are
indicated by the small circles on the boundaries of the rectangles. Reactions, including substrates and
products, are indicated by the arrows, with the reaction numbers noted in the small box. Reactions, which are
required for the model to return to the initial state, are drawn in grey. A bar at the bottom of the circle or
rectangle indicates that this entity appears more than once in the scheme.

Caesar et al. (2011) (see Appendix 1 - example calculation of Em and pH change), we postulated147

a cation channel that opens upon activation of the BRI1 complex (�16) and facilitates a potassium148

influx driven by the Em (�3).149

In order to make our model quantitative, we therefore needed more experimental data about150

the PM-based BRI1 response module. Any remaining unknownmodel parameters were estimated151

based on the cell wall acidification (this study), Em hyperpolarization (Caesar et al., 2011) and the152

qualitative overexpression behavior of BIR3 (Imkampe et al., 2017). To account for non-identifiable153

parameters, we generated a model ensemble (n = 10) of independent parameterizations that de-154

scribe the experimental data equally well.155

Quantification of signaling components156

One experimental challenge for the refinement of the model was to quantify the central compo-157

nents of the pathway comprising predominantly BRI1, BAK1, BIR3 and AHA in the PM of epidermal158

cells of the root tip. Initially, we drew our attention on their steady-state transcript levels as they159

were determined by high-throughput single cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-Seq) of the different Ara-160

bidopsis root cell types (Ma et al., 2020). Whereas BRI1 and BIR3 transcripts accumulated in all161

cell types of the root more or less equally and did not alter much in their amount during cell de-162

velopment along the root axis, AHA2 and to much lower extent also AHA1 transcripts were found163

predominantly in the epidermal cells and the root cortex (Fig. 3 A). During root development, the164

AHA2 transcript amount but not those of BRI1 and BIR3 started to increase strongly in the cortex165

and epidermis cells of the transition and elongation zones (Fig. 3 B). This temporal transcript pat-166

tern was less prominent for AHA1 (Fig. 3 B) being in agreement with earlier observation that the167

AHA1 promoter is not very active in root epidermis cells. This indicates that AHA1 does not play a168
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prominent role in the control of cell expansion (Merlot et al., 2007). Because its transcript accumu-169

lation was already induced by protoplasting, no scRNA-Seq data could be used for BAK1 (Ma et al.,170

2020).171

On the basis of the scRNA-Seq data we focused our further studies on the in vivo protein quan-172

tification of the GFP fusions of BRI1, BAK1, BIR3 and AHA2 in developing epidermal cells along the173

root tip axis. For the PM of cells of the early elongation zone, the amount of BRI1-GFP was already174

quantified to around 11 receptor molecules per µm2 and for BAK1-GFP to 5 co-receptors per µm2175

for BAK1-GFP by van Esse et al. (2011). To complete this data set, we applied quantitative CLSM for176

the quantification of BIR3-GFP and AHA2-GFP in the epidermal root cells of published transgenic177

Arabidopsis lines that express the fusion protein under the respective native promoter (Fuglsang178

et al., 2014; Imkampe et al., 2017). As these GFP fusion proteins carry the identical fluorophore179

version, their fluorescence intensity can be set in relation to the BRI1-GFP intensity and, thus, to180

the BRI1-GFP receptor amount in the PM. The quantification of GFP fluorescence was performed in181

50 x 50 µm areas at the epidermis along the root tip, as shown exemplarily in Fig. 3C. The amount182

of BRI1-GFP and BAK1-GFP did not alter much in the epidermal cells along the root axis, as it was183

reported before (Fig. 3 D) (van Esse et al., 2011). A relative homogeneous fluorescence intensity184

distribution was also observed for BIR3-GFP was back-calculated to about 17 inhibitor molecules185

per µm2 PM area in the meristematic zone and 14 in the early elongation zone (Fig. 3 D). In con-186

trast, there was a significant gradient of AHA2-GFP fluorescence intensity along the root axis, being187

comparatively low in the meristematic zone (with 4 AHA2 molecules per µm2 PM area) but high in188

the late elongation zone / maturation zone (with about 10 AHA2 molecules per µm2 PM area) (Fig.189

3 D). A relatively sharp alteration of the AHA2-GFP amount was detected for the transition zone190

(Fig. 3 D). If the amount of AHA2-GFP and BIR3-GFP molecules was set in ratio to the number BRI1-191

GFP molecules in the PM along the root tip axis, there was no alteration with respect to BIR3 (ratio:192

about 1.35), but a strong increase regarding AHA2 from 0.28 in the meristematic zone to up to 5193

in the late elongation zone.194

Our significantly improved spatio-temporal refinement of previous data (Pacifici et al., 2018)195

by scRNA-Seq and quantitative CLSM demonstrate a coincidence of AHA2 protein accumulation196

with the onset of growth in the elongation zone. These results suggest that the AHA2 protein197

accumulation and probably activity pattern may be regulatory related to normal and BR-regulated198

root growth along the root tip axis. This hypothesis is particularly plausible given that AHA2 interact199

physically with BRI1 and BAK1 in vivo (Caesar et al., 2011; Ladwig et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2018).200

Modeling predicts the H+-ATPases being crucial regulators of the extracellullar pH201

in the BR/BRI1 response202

To test the hypothesis formulated above, we decided to investigate the functional role of AHA in the203

context of BR-regulated signaling activity both experimentally and computationally. Here, we first204

sought to quantify and analyze the response in the early elongation zone. With the key components205

of the H+ homeostasis and nanocluster quantified, we were able to tailor the model to represent a206

single epidermis cell in the early elongation zone. By further using a combination of dose-response207

data and time-course measurements to fit the remaining unknown model parameters, we then208
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Figure 3. The constituents of the BRI1 nanocluster are spatio-temporally differentially expressed in the
epidermal cells along the Arabidopsis root tip axis. A. AHA1, AHA2, BIR3 and BRI1 transcript levels in the
different cell types of the Arabidopsis root tip derived from scRNA-Seq data (Ma et al., 2020). The atrichoblasts
and trichoblasts together represent the epidermal cells. B. Developmental trajectories of AHA1, AHA2, BIR3
and BRI1 transcript accumulation along the root tip (Ma et al., 2020). The transition from the meristematic to
the elongation zone is at a pseudotime value of around 30. C. Example of quantification of the GFP
fluorescence of the AHA2, BIR3 and BRI1 fusion proteins, here in the plasma membrane of the meristematic
region of the root epidermis in wild type Arabidopsis (Col-0 accession) and the respective transgenic lines. Left
to right: GFP channel, PI channel, bright field, merged channels. The red box represents a 50 µm x 50 µm area
chosen for the measurement here. D. Upper panel. Number of the indicated GFP fusion proteins (molecules
per µm2) in the plasma membrane of epidermal cells along the root tip axis. The values for BRI1-GFP and
BAK1-GFP were taken from the literature (van Esse et al., 2011). Lower panel. The same but here the ratios of
BRI1-GFP/AHA2-GFP and BRI1-GFP/BIR3-GFP molecules in the plasma membrane are given.
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should be able to analyze both the overall response and the temporal dynamics of the BR signaling209

module.210

To measure the dose-response behavior and the time-course response to BR stimulation ex-211

perimentally, we relied on the salt 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodium (HPTS), a non-212

invasive dye that incorporates into the plant cell wall and enables the ratiometric fluorescence213

readout of the pH conditions at cellular resolution (Barbez et al., 2017). To determine the apoplas-214

tic pH conditions 60min after BL application in the elongation zone, we performed a dose-response215

analysis. A significant decrease of the apoplastic pH was observed already at a BL concentration216

of 0.1 nM that continued up to a concentration of 10 nM (Fig. 4 A). Higher concentrations of BL did217

not further increase the cellular response in the elongation zone. This behavior is reproduced by218

the model ensemble (Fig. 4 A).219

To capture not only the overall response to BL stimulation but also the temporal dynamics,220

we further performed time-course measurements of the apoplastic pH in response to 10 nM BL221

using HPTS. Here, we observed a rapid acidification within 10 min of hormone application that is222

maintained for the remainder of the experiment (Fig.4 B). This observation was again reproduced223

by the model ensemble (Fig. 4 B). At the same time, we could also capture the cell wall swelling224

in the model that has been observed in response to BL application previously (Elgass et al., 2009;225

Caesar et al., 2011) (Fig 4 C).226

Using this model ensemble that specifically describes the behavior of a single epidermis cell in227

the early elongation zone, we analyzed the importance of the individual model components and228

parameters for the cell physiological response by calculating the scaled sensitivities. In particular,229

this means that we calculated the relative change of the cell wall acidification in response to rel-230

ative changes in model parameters while simulating the BR response stimulated with 10 nM BL231

for 5 min and 60 min. The results of the sensitivity analysis are summarized in figure 5, where a232

positive influence on the BR response is denoted in green, no influence is denoted in white and a233

negative influence is denoted by red, with the color saturation indicating the strength of the con-234

trol. Notably, at the beginning of the BR response the initial concentrations of the receptor BRI1235

and the proton pumps have a large impact. In addition, parameters influencing proton extrusion236

such as the degree of inhibition and the pump activity of the ATPases strongly control the early237

BR response (Fig. 5). The sensitivities of the acidification 60 min after BL application in turn show238

a greater control of down-regulating elements such as the inhibitory phosphorylation of the re-239

ceptor (Appendix 1 Figure 2), though the amount of proton pumps as well as their activity remain240

important. In combination with the quantification data, this strongly supports our hypothesis that241

the proton pumps are the key elements that determine the competency of cells to respond to BR242

stimulation and react with elongation growth.243

In consequence, the cells in the meristematic zone should show a higher starting pH and react244

less strongly to BR stimulation due to the lower expression levels of AHA2. To predict the behav-245

ior of an epidermis cell in the meristematic zone, we adjusted the model ensemble to instead246

represent a single epidermis cell in the meristematic zone in terms of protein concentrations and247

compartment sizes. This model ensemble shows both a higher resting pH (Fig. 6 A) and a reduced248

response to BR stimulation as evident in the dose-response behavior that was confirmed experi-249
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Figure 4. The computational model quantitatively and dynamically captures the sensitivity and kinetics of
apoplastic acidification in Arabidopsis epidermal cells of the root early elongation zone in response to BL. A.
HPTS-staining visualized (black quadrats) and computationally simulated (grey diamonds) dose-response
behavior of apoplastic pH. Real or virtual BL incubation was done for 60 min. Error bars represent SE (n ≥ 14)
for the experimental data and SD for the simulations of different model parameterizations (n = 10). B.
HPTS-staining visualized (black quadrats) and computationally simulated (grey diamonds) time-course of
apoplastic pH change in response to 10 nM BL. Error bars represent SEM (n ≥ 16) for the experimental data
and SD for the simulations of different model parameterizations (n = 10). C. Computationally simulated time
course of relative wall swelling in response to 10 nM BL. The virtual addition of BL at time 0 is indicated by the
vertical dashed line.

mentally by HPTS visualization (Fig. 6 B). At BL concentrations of 5 and 10 nM, the experimental250

pH values appear to be lower than those of the computational model (Fig. 6 A). This could indicate251

that further proton pumps besides AHA2 or other acidification mechanisms are activated by BL in252

the epidermal cells of the meristematic zone.253

Experimental evaluation confirm the predicted relevance of theH+-ATPases for the254

extracellular pH control in the BR/BRI1 response255

To confirm the predictions of the model experimentally, we used both HPTS and microelectrode256

ion flux estimation (MIFE) measurements, another non-invasive experimental method that allows257

for contact-free, real-time, electrophysiological measurements of H+ fluxes at the surface of roots258

by using an H+-specific electrode that mainly reflects the ATPase activity in the underlying tissues259

(Newman, 2001; Fuglsang et al., 2014). Confirming previous results (Staal et al., 2011), our MIFE260

measurements along the Arabidopsis root tip revealed a net H+ influx at the meristematic zone261

(low ATPase activity) that inverted to a net H+ efflux (high ATPase activity) from the transition to the262

beginning of the elongation zone (Fig. 7 A). These differential H+ fluxes translate in a pH gradient263

along the surface of the root tip with the meristematic zone less acidic and the elongation more264

acidic (Staal et al., 2011). Using HPTS, we could substantiate the MIFE results and confirm the265

observation of Barbez et al. (2017) that there is an apoplastic pH gradient of the epidermal root266

cells from the meristematic zone (less acidic) to the elongation zone (more acidic) (Fig. 7 B).267

To address the question whether the establishment of the resting pH gradient and the differen-268

tial changes of the pH conditions upon external BL application depend on fully functional BRI1, we269

used the bri1-301mutant for further HPTS and MIFE measurements. In the bri1-301mutant a BRI1270

version with a reduced kinase activity is expressed, which causes a weak defective root growth271
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Figure 5. Computational calculation of scaled sensitivities of the cell wall acidification predicts AHA2 activity
and molecules in the PM as well as BRI1 expression and molecules in the PM to be the deciding factors for the
competence of Arabidopsis epidermal root cells to elongate in response to 5 min BL application. A positive
influence is shown in green, a neutral in white and a negative in red, with the color saturation indicating the
strength of the influence.
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Figure 6. The computational model captures the sensitivity and kinetics of apoplastic acidification in
Arabidopsis epidermal cells of the root meristematic zone in response to BL. A. HPTS-staining visualized (black
quadrats) and computationally simulated (grey diamonds) dose-response behavior of apoplastic pH.
Experimental and virtual BL incubation was done for 60 min before HPTS measurements . Error bars
represent SE (n ≥ 16) in the experimental approach and SD for the simulations of different model
parameterizations (n = 10). B. HPTS-staining visualized (black quadrats) and computationally simulated (grey
diamonds) time-course of apoplastic pH change in response to 10 nM BL. Error bars bars represent SEM (n ≥

16) in the experimental approach and SD for the simulations of different model parameterizations (n = 10).

phenotype at ambient temperature (Lv et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). This less-pronounced bri1-272

301 phenotype allows HPTS and MIFE measurements technically comparable to those of wild type273

plants. The resting apoplastic pH gradient and differential H+ fluxes along the root axis were signifi-274

cantly reduced in the bri1-301mutant compared towild type (Fig. 7 C). Furthermore, theBL-induced275

changes in the apoplastic pH observed for wild type were significantly lower in the bri1-301mutant276

(Fig. 7 C). The HPTS data were again supported by our MIFE measurements: The wild type cells of277

the elongation zone showed an increase in the net H+ efflux upon application of 10 nM BL, which278

initiated almost immediately after hormone treatment, whilst the cells of the bri1-301 did hardly279

respond (Fig. 7 D).280

In summary, the concordant results of our experimental approaches substantiate the predic-281

tion of the mathematical model that the enhanced level of H+ ATPase amount and activity in rela-282

tion to the number of BRI1 receptors define the BR-regulated apoplastic acidification and linked283

hyperpolarization of the Em. Moreover, the maintenance of the pH gradient and H+ fluxes along284

the root tip axis and the BL regulation of alterations depend on kinase-active BRI1.285

Modeling predicts a cation transporter for charge compensation during H+ export286

and PM hyperpolarization287

The great value of mathematical modeling and prediction is especially demonstrated after we cal-288

culated the membrane potential derived from the pH value changes in the apoplastic cell space of289

the root tip upon BL treatment and compared it with the previously experimentally determined Em290

changes (Caesar et al., 2011). The calculated Em change induced by the acidification of the apoplas-291
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Figure 7. The resting apoplastic pH gradient of epidermal root cells along the axis and its regulation by BR
depends on kinase-active BRI1. A. MIFE recording of the H+ fluxes along the root axis of Arabidopsis wild type
(black line) and bri1-301mutant (yellow line) plants. Measurements were performed every 100 µm from 250
µm of the root tip off to the root hair zone. Error bars represent SD (n = 3). B. Representative image of the
apoplastic pH of epidermal cells along the root axis of wild type Arabidopsis using HPTS-staining starting with
the meristematic zone (left) over the transition/early elongation zone (middle) to the late elongation zone
(right). C. Comparison of the relative apoplastic pH of epidermal root cells in the meristematic zone (black
bars) and elongation zone (grey bars) of wild type and bri1-301mutant plants after 60 min of BL (10 nM) or
mock treatment, visualized by HPTS staining. The data derived from the mock treatments of the respective
line were set to 100. Error bars represent SE. Statistical evaluations were performed by ANOVA followed by
Tukey-Kramer HSD post hoc test. The black asterisks indicate statistically significant differences (*: P < 0.001);
ns: not significant. D. MIFE recording of normalized H+ fluxes at the elongation zone of wild type (black line)
and bri1-301mutant (yellow line) plants after BL (10 nM) or mock treatment. BL was applied to the roots at
time 0. Error bars represent SD (n = 3).
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tic space was much stronger as the measured one (Fig. 8 A). According to the prediction of our292

model, this discrepancy values was eliminated, if an import of monovalent cations such as potas-293

sium (K+), which predominantly contributes to the Em of the PM in plant cells (Higinbotham, 1973),294

took place in parallel to the ATPase generated H+ extrusion. Against the background that BAK1295

and AHA2 interact with a cation transporter of the cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channel (CNGC) fam-296

ily in the phytosulfokine receptor 1-mediated growth response (CNGC17; (Ladwig et al., 2015)), we297

searched in the literature and the Arabidopsis eFP browser (Sullivan et al., 2019) for a CNGCmem-298

ber, which is expressed in the root, localizes to the PM, imports K+ ions, and is functionally linked299

to cell expansion, and identified CNGC10 (Borsics et al., 2007; Christopher et al., 2007). When300

CNGC10 and its K+ transport properties were integrated into our model, the discrepancy between301

the calculated and measured value was gone (Fig. 8 B). This suggests that the CNGC10-mediated302

influx of potassium counteracts the ATPase-caused efflux of H+ into the apoplast in the root tip.303

To test whether CNGC10 is able to interact with components of the BRI1 nanocluster such as304

BRI1, BAK1 and AHA2, Förster resonance energy transfer by fluorescence lifetime imaging (FRET-305

FLIM) analyses in transiently transformed Nicotiana benthamiana leaf cells and yeast mating-based306

split-ubiquitin (mbSUS) were performed. The growth of yeast cells on interaction selective media307

and the reduction of the GFP fluorescence lifetime (FLT) revealed a spatially very close association308

(below 13 nm; (Glöckner et al., 2020)) and interaction, respectively, of CNGC10 with BRI1, BAK1309

and AHA2 (Fig. 8 C-E). Our data, however, do not exclude the possibility that other members of310

the CNGC family or other types of cation transporters also participate to the charge compensation311

during BR-induced Em hyperpolarization.312

Computational modeling enables the in silico analysis of BIR3 function313

To further demonstrate the performance of ourmodel, we investigated the function of the inhibitor314

BIR3 in the activity modulation of the BRI1 nanocluster in more detail in silico. Here, we included315

the information on the activity of the BR signaling in BIR3 as well as BIR3 and BRI1 overexpressing316

plant as observed by Imkampe et al. (2017) in the parameter estimation: The pathway should be317

inactive (= no acidification), when BIR3 is overexpressed, whilst the additional overexpression of318

BRI1 should restore the signaling activity to approximately normal levels. As shown in figure 9 A,319

the model was actually able to represent the BR activity of the respective growth-related pheno-320

types of Arabidopsis plants with altered BIR3 levels (Imkampe et al., 2017). Against this background321

we decided to investigate the behavior of different BIR3 expression levels in comparison to wild-322

type levels by analyzing the pH change 20 min after stimulation with 10 nM BL. As shown in the323

resulting expression-response curve (Fig. 9 B), the overall response decreased with increasing con-324

centrations of BIR3 for all model parameterizations. This suggests that it is possible for the plant325

to fine-tune the signaling output by adjusting the expression level of the negative regulator BIR3.326

Finally, we also analyzed the dynamics of the overall pH response at different BIR3 accumulation327

levels, namely in the absence of BIR3, the normal protein amount of around 13 BIR3 molecules328

µm-2 PM and a 10- and 100-fold overaccumulation of BIR3. Here, the actual time-course behavior329

of the acidification varies between the different model parameterizations as the span of possible330

values deviated from the average pH response for the BIR3 expression (Fig. 9 C). Depending on the331
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Figure 8. The computational model predicts the existence of a potassium transporter, likely to be CNGC10, to
maintain the homeostasis of the plasma membrane potential and apoplastic pH in Arabidopsis epidermal
root cells of the early elongation zone. A. Modeled Em in the presence of different different BL concentrations
without the integration of potassium import (grey diamonds) in comparison to the published experimental
data (black quadrats; Caesar et al. (2011)) after 20 min of BL treatment. B. Modeled Em in the presence of
different BL concentrations with the integration of the CNGC10 potassium transporter (grey diamonds) in
comparison to the published experimental data (black quadrats; Caesar et al. (2011)). Error bars in A and B
represent SEM (n ≥ 4) in the experimental approach and SD of simulation results of the different model
parameterizations. C. CNGC10 forms homomers and interacts with BAK1 and AHA2 in the yeast
mating-based split-ubiquitin system. The indicated combinations of Cub and Nub fusion constructs were
transformed into yeast cells. Yeast cells were then grown either on media selective for the presence of the
plasmids (CSM +Ade,+His) or on interaction selective media with two different concentrations (5 µM, 500 µM)
of methionine (CSM +Met). The combination of CNGC10-Cub with Nub-G served as negative and that with
NubWT as positive control. D. CNGC10 colocalizes with AHA2, BAK1 and BRI1 in the plasma membrane of
plant cells. Representative confocal images of transiently transformed tobacco epidermal leaf cells
expressing the indicated fusion proteins. E. CNGC10 is spatially closely associated with AHA2, BAK1 and BRI1
in the plasma membrane of plant cells. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) analysis comparing
the different Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) pairs. Top: FLIM measurements of transiently
transformed tobacco epidermal leaf cells expressing the CNGC10-GFP donor fusion with the indicated RFP or
mCherry acceptor fusions. Error bars indicate SD (n ≥ 21). Statistical evaluations were performed by a
Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Steel-Dwass post hoc test. The black asterisks indicate statistically significant
differences (*: P ≤ 0.05). Bottom: Heat maps of representative plasma membrane areas used for FLIM
measurements. The donor lifetimes of CNGC10 are color-coded according the scale at the left.
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Figure 9. In silico analysis of the functional role of the negative regulator BIR3 on BL-regulated apoplastic
acidification. A. Modelled qualitative acidification output of plants overexpressing BIR3 and BIR3&BRI1,
respectively. The colored area represents the pH response targeted during parameter estimation, which was
approximated by the activity of BR signaling indicated by the plant phenotypes (Imkampe et al., 2017). B.
BIR3-Expression-response curve. Shown is the pH change 20 min after stimulation with 10 nM BL at different
BIR3 expression levels ranging from 0- (loss-of-function mutant) to 30-times the normal expression level of
the wild-type. The entire range of simulated responses is indicated by the shaded area, the averaged
response of all models is denoted by the line. C. Exemplary time-course simulations of the pH change at 0
(loss-of-function mutant, orange), 1- (wild type expression, green), 10- (yellow) and 100-fold (blue) expression
of BIR3 upon virtual application of 10 nM BL. Shown is the average pH response for the respective BIR3
expression level with the span between minimal and maximal values indicated by the colored area. The
virtual addition of BL at time 0 is indicated by the vertical dashed line.

parameterization, it was possible for the model to either show a strong activation that tapered off332

or a more gradual response over the time- frame of an hour. For most model parameterizations, a333

10-fold overexpression of BIR3 is sufficient to inactivate the BRI1 signaling module confirming the334

importance of the regulation by BIR3.335

Discussion336

BR fulfill a central role in regulating plant physiology, growth and development as well as adap-337

tion to the environment (Lv and Li, 2020). A prominent example for a BR function is the rapid338

initiation of the (epidermal) cell growth in the elongation zone but not in the meristematic zone339

of the Arabidopsis root tip (Lv and Li, 2020). Evidently, the hormone implements on an already340

existing, functional competence of the root cells that, according to our experimental data, cannot341

be attributed to the absence of the BRI1/BAK1 perception system but must have other reasons.342

Moreover, although the main molecular determinants of BR perception and signaling are known,343

the processes leading to this competence and its realization towards, in this case, elongation were344

so far not well understood.345

To address this problem we quantitatively analyzed the dynamics of the PM-resident fast BR346

response pathway as a whole by a recurring combination of computational modeling and wet lab347

experiments. The model´s predictions of the crucial constituents in the BRI1 nanocluster were348

experimentally verified, thereby determining the deciding and regulating elements for the signaling349

output. Using a detailed kinetic model on the basis of ODEs we can analyze the interplay of the350

signaling components and the system as a whole: We captured the dynamics of the apoplastic351

acidification and Em hyperpolarization without BR and in response to the hormone. In addition, we352
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showed that the rapidity and degree of the apoplast acidification in response to BR application is353

determined largely by the amount and activity of the ATPase AHA2 in the PM of the epidermal root354

cells. Furthermore, themodel predicted that an influx of cations is required in order to explain both355

the pH and Em changes simultaneously. We found that CNGC10 could be the responsible cation356

(potassium) transporter, as, besides other evidence, it interacts with BRI1, BAK1 and the proton357

pumps AHA2 in vivo. CNGC10 could therefore be another constituent of the BRI1 nanocluster in358

the PM of root cells. Lastly, we refined by computational modeling the putative role of BIR3 in359

the response pathway, as the signaling output can be in principle fine-tuned depending on the360

BIR3 level. Based on these results, we propose that the ongoing of the elongation growth, that361

involves altered gene expression later in time, is not possible if the initial rapid processes such as362

apoplast acidification, Em hyperpolarization and charge compensation, which eventually lead to363

cell wall loosening followed by rapid wall swelling (Elgass et al., 2009; Caesar et al., 2011), do not364

occur adequately.365

If we project the measured AHA2 amount and AHA activity, and the apoplastic pH of epidermal366

cells along the axis of the root tip, we observe that they both increase and decrease, respectively,367

with the begin of the elongation zone and strongly correlate with the competence to grow upon BL368

application. Proposed by the computational model the AHAs appear to be the rate-limiting factor369

for the cells to be able to respond to BR by elongation.370

Regardless, we are uniquely able to represent BR signaling activity in silico based on the cell371

physiological parameters (apoplastic pH, Em, cell wall swelling) in a temporal and quantitative man-372

ner from the origin of a cell in the root apical meristem to its destination in the elongation zone.373

Thus, the use of our computational model in combination with wet lab experiments brought us374

closer to understanding the network ofmolecular processes, in which a tissue-specific competence375

for a particular physiological response is achieved.376

As proposed recently, a determinant of the cellularly different BR response appears to be a377

locally different BR biosynthesis and, thus, BR amount (Vukasinovic et al., 2020). Whereas low BR378

concentrations are optimal for the cellular activity in the meristematic zone, high concentrations379

are required for the optimal cellular activity in the elongation zone. However, this concept cannot380

explain why the cells of the meristematic zone never start to elongate independently of the BR381

concentration. Based on our results we propose that either an increased proportion of AHA2 in382

the BRI1 nanoclusters or the increased number of AHA2-containing BRI1 nanoclusters are critical383

for establishing the differential competence of epidermal cells for (BR-regulated) growth along the384

root tip axis.385

Varying the nanoclusters composition is an elegant way to achieve cell- and tissue-specific re-386

sponses to a given cue when the number of available perception, signaling and output elements387

is limited. This principle also seems to be realized in various BRI1-mediated function. For exam-388

ple, the BRI1-dependent regulation of the vascular cell fate in the meristematic zone of the root389

or the BRI1-mediated cross-tissue control of the cell wall homeostasis require BRI1 nanoclusters390

that contain at least additionally RLP44 (Wolf et al., 2014; Holzwart et al., 2018). Moreover, RLP44-391

containing BRI1/BAK1 nanoclusters are spatially distinct from for instance FLS2/BAK1 nanoclusters392

(Glöckner et al., 2020).393
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The availability of a sophisticated model also enables in silico genetics that simplify the under-394

standing of complex regulatory processes and their sometimes non-intuitive effects on the func-395

tional outputs. This is illustrated here by the example of the negative regulator BIR3 that prevents396

the interaction of BAK1 and BRI1 in the absence of the hormone thereby suppressing BR signal-397

ing (Imkampe et al., 2017; Großeholz et al., 2020). Our computational model not only represents398

and predicts the BR activity of the growth-related phenotypes of the Arabidopsis bir3 mutant and399

BIR3-overexpressing plants but also allows statements about the dose-dependent fine-tuning of400

BIR3 on BR/BRI1/BAK1-related functions. Such in silico genetic and physiological approaches can401

be used to determine the functional and regulatory significance of other components of the fast402

BR response pathway as shown for AHA2 and the prediction of a cation transporter for charge403

compensation. Thus, computational modeling facilitates the prioritization of the components of a404

perception and signaling system whose function should first be tested experimentally.405

In summary, the recurrent application of computational modeling and subsequent wet lab ex-406

periments provided a novel in-depth and quantitative view of the initial cell physiological processes,407

regulatory networks and information processing of the onset of BR-regulated elongation growth408

along the axis of the root tip. This approach can in principle be applied for the analysis of every409

signal perception and transduction process as long as a minimal set of elements and quantitative410

data are available or experimentally accessible.411

The ongoing challenge will now be to establish a model of elongation growth across all tissues412

of the root tip. At the cellular level, the aim is to integrate into the model the data of the potentially413

BR-modified composition, assembly and dynamics of the BRI1 nanocluster in the PM obtained by414

sophisticated super-resolution microscopy and in vivo FRET studies (Glöckner et al., 2020).415

Methods and Materials416

Experimental Methods417

Plant Material418

Seeds of the Arabidopsismutants and lines expressing the different fusion proteins were surfaced419

sterilized and placed on 0.5 Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium plates with 1 % phytoagar and 1 %420

sucrose followed by stratification at 4° C in the dark for 2 days. Afterwards the plants were grown421

in growth chambers at 20° C under long day conditions (16 h light/8 h dark) for 5 days. The trans-422

genic Arabidopsis lines (Col-0 ecotype) contained either a pBRI1:BRI1-GFP (wild type background;423

(Friedrichsen, 2000)), a pAHA2:AHA2-GFP (aha2-4 mutant background; (Fuglsang et al., 2014)) or a424

pBIR3:BIR3-GFP construct (bir3-2 background; (Imkampe et al., 2017)). The Arabidopsis bri1-301mu-425

tant (Col-0) was described in detail previously (Lv et al. (2018); Zhang et al. (2018) and references426

therein).427

Microelectrode ion flux estimation (MIFE) measurement428

For MIFE measurements, 5-days-old seedlings were grown as described but in continuous light.429

Experiments were performed as described by Fuglsang et al. (2014). The seedlings were equili-430

brated in bath medium (0.1 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM KCl, pH 5.8) for 2 h before the measurements. Only431

seedlings without proton oscillations were used. At time point 0, 1 nM BL was added. The bathing432
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solution wasmixed two times by carefully pipetting up and down after addition of BL. The proximal433

position of the electrode (near the root) and the distal position (far from the root) were swapped434

compared to the previous study (Fuglsang et al., 2014). Consequently, a decrease in values repre-435

sents proton efflux and an increase represents proton influx in our measurements.436

8-Hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt (HPTS) measurement437

For root apoplastic pH measurements, plates containing ½MS agar media pH 5.7 without buffer,438

1 mM HPTS dye, and the respective treatments were used. 5 days old Arabidopsis seedlings were439

transferred onto the media and treated for 60 min with HPTS prior to imaging. For shorter treat-440

ments, seedlingswere prestainedwith HPTS and subsequently treated according to the indications.441

For imaging, the plants on the media were flipped into a nunc imaging chamber (Ibidi 80286), the442

roots being close to the chamber bottom and covered by the media. Ratiometric imaging was con-443

ducted at an inverted Zeiss LSM880 confocal scanning microscope. The 405nm and 458nm laser444

were used at 0.2% and 100% intensity respectively, a PMT detector range from 495 to 535 nm was445

used and line sequential scans were performed. The detector gain was set at 1200. For imaging,446

a 40x water immersion objective was used. The evaluation of ratio in the resulting images was447

determined following the workflow described by Barbez et al. (2017). For calibration curve mea-448

surements, ½MS agar media supplemented with 10 mMMES were adjusted to the desired pH and449

roots of 5 days old seedlings were analyzed as described above.450

Mating-based split-ubiquitin system (mbSUS) measurements451

For the mbSUS the coding sequences of CNGC10, AHA2, BAK1 and BRI1 were either fused to the se-452

quences coding for the C-terminal part of ubiquitin (Cub) or the N-terminal part of ubiquitin (Nub).453

Namely, the plasmids pMetYC (Cub) and pXNubA22 (Nub) were used (Grefen et al., 2009). pNubWt-454

Xgate (Obrdlik et al., 2004) and the empty pXNubA22 vector served as positive and negative control,455

respectively. The experiments were performed as described by Grefen (2014) with some modifica-456

tions: After dropping the mated yeasts on yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) plates they were457

scratched off with pipette tips, resuspended in 100 µl H2O and 5 µl were transferred to complete458

supplement mixture (CSM)-Leu -Trp -Ura -Met plates. The growth assay was performed with ad-459

justed optical density of the yeast cultures in one dilution. Here, vector selective plates (CSM-Leu460

-Trp -Ura -Met) or interaction selective plates (CSM-Leu -Trp -Ura -Met, -Ade, -His) with 5 µM and461

500 µMmethionine were used. The growth of the yeast was documented after 72 h of incubation462

at 28 °C.463

FRET-FLIM analysis464

For FRET-FLIM analysis, the coding sequences were expressed as C-terminal fluorophore fusions,465

using pH7FWG2 (GFP), pB7RWG2 (RFP) or pABind-mCherry (Karimi et al., 2002; Bleckmann et al.,466

2010). These binary vectors and p19 as gene silencing suppressor were transformed into Agrobac-467

terium tumefaciens strain GV3101 and infiltrated into Nicotiana benthamiana leaves. The measure-468

ments were performed 2 to 3 days after infiltration using a SP8 laser scanning microscope (Leica469

Microsystems GmbH) with LAS AF and SymPhoTime (PicoQuant) software as described (Veerabagu470

et al., 2012). Before performing the FRET-FLIM measurement, the presence of the fluorophores471
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was imaged by using 488 nm or 561 nm lasers for GFP or RFP excitation, respectively. The fluores-472

cence lifetime � [ns] of either the donor only expressing cells or the cells expressing the indicated473

combinations was measured with a pulsed laser as an excitation light source with 470 nm and a474

repetition rate of 40 MHz (PicoQuant Sepia Multichannel Picosecond Diode Laser, PicoQuant Time-475

harp 260 TCSPC Module and Picosecond Event Timer). The acquisition was performed until 500476

photons in the brightest pixel were reached. To obtain the GFP fluorescence lifetime, data pro-477

cessing was performed with SymPhoTime software and bi-exponential curve fitting and correction478

for the instrument response function.479

Statistics480

If not otherwise indicated, for calculation of average, standard error (SE) and standard deviation481

(SD) Excel v1809 or SAS JMP 14 were used. For small sample numbers the 2-sample t-test was482

chosen (De Winter, 2013).483

pH time-course measurements484

As the time-course measurements of the BL response were normalized to the control measure-485

ments, the standard deviations of treatment and control were added quadratically for each time486

point and replicate before averaging to calculate the combined standard deviation of all replicates,487

which is used to compute the standard error.488

Computational Methods489

Model Setup490

The model consisting of ordinary differential equations was constructed in COPASI (Hoops et al.,491

2006; Mendes et al., 2009) 4.30, build 240, running on a 64-bit machine with Windows 8. Reac-492

tions were defined as mass action or Michaelis Menten kinetics where appropriate (see Appendix493

1 Tab. 3). Compartment sizes and parameters were defined based on experimental data if possi-494

ble (Appendix 1 Tab. 1 & 3). Unknown parameters were determined by parameter estimation. The495

schematic of the model was drawn using VANTED (Junker et al., 2006) and adheres to the Systems496

Biology Standard of Graphical Notation (SBGN) (Novère et al., 2009).497

498

Parametrization499

All unknown model parameters, where no or only a range of experimental information were avail-500

able, were estimated. To account for parameter non-identifiabilities we generated 10 independent501

parameter sets by randomly sampling the starting parameter values before running the parame-502

ter estimation. Each parameter estimation run was set up using the particle swarm algorithm as503

implemented in COPASI 4.30 (Hoops et al., 2006), using 5, 000 generations with a swarm size of 50504

individual parameter combinations. The parameter estimation was repeated until the resulting505

solution had a �2 around 10.45.506

507
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Model Analyses508

The time-course simulationswere rundeterministically using the LSODAalgorithmas implemented509

in COPASI. The impact of different BIR3 concentrationswas analyzed using the parameter scan task510

in COPASI to simulate the time course of the pH over the time frame of 20min. The scaled sensitivi-511

ties of the extracellular pH change in response to changes in model parameters were calculated as512

scaled sensitivity = ln(delta pH)
ln(Pi)

at 5 min and 60 min. Results were plotted using R (R Core Team, 2020).513
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Appendix 1743

Model Information744

Compartments745

Appendix 1 Table 1. Overview of model compartments and sizes for both meristematic and early
elongation zones. a calculated by multiplying the membrane area with the cell wall thickness (van Esse
et al., 2011; Caesar et al., 2011). b estimated volume based on cell dimensions and cellular volume
(van Esse et al., 2011). c estimated surface area, included as scaling factor in the global quantities.

746

747

748

749750

Root zone Compartment Size
Meristematic zone cytosol 8.47 × 10−13 dm3

membrane 7.67 × 10−8 dm2

cell walla 3.03 × 10−13 dm3

vacuole NA
vacuolar surface NA

Early elongation zone cytosol 2.271 × 10−12 dm3

membrane 2.098 × 10−7 dm2

cell walla 8.2871 × 10−13 dm3

vacuoleb 2.352 × 10−12 dm3

vacuolar surfacec 1.087 × 10−7 dm2
751

752

Ordinary Differential Equations753

Compartment Sizes754

Cell Wall Volume755

Vcell wall(t) = Acell surface ⋅ cell wall tℎickness(t)

756

757

758

Model species759

BRI1760

d([BRI1] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ (kon ⋅ [BL] ⋅ [BRI1] − koff ⋅ [BRI1BL])

− Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ [BRI1] ⋅ [BKI1] − k ⋅KD ⋅ [BRI1BKI1])

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff ⋅ [BRI1pBL]

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff2 ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL]

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff2 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL]

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff3 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1pppS891BL]

761

762

763
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BL764

d([BL] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ (kon ⋅ [BL] ⋅ [BRI1] − koff ⋅ [BRI1BL])

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff ⋅ [BRI1pBL]

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff2 ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL]

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff2 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL]

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff3 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1pppS891BL]

+ Vcell wall ⋅ (k ⋅ dose ⋅ stimulation − k ⋅ [BL]

765

766

767

BKI1pY211768

d([BKI1pY 211] ⋅ Vcytosol)
dt

= + Acell surface ∗ k ∗ [BRI1BL]

∗ [BKI1]
(Ki,BKI1 + [BKI1] ∗ (1 + [BKI1]

Ki,BKI1
) ∗ (1 + [BIK1]

Ki,BIK1
)

− Acell surface ∗ k ∗ [BKI1pY 211]

769

770

771

BKI1772

d([BKI1] ∗ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ∗ k ∗ [BRI1BL]

∗ [BKI1]
(Ki,BKI1 + [BKI1] ∗ (1 + [BKI1]

Ki,BKI1
) ∗ (1 + [BIK1]

Ki,BIK1
)

+ Acell surface ∗ k ∗ [BKI1pY 211]

773

774

775

phosphorylated AHA C-terminus776

d([AHACTp] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [AHACTp]

+ Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL] ⋅ [AHACT ]
[AHACT ] +K

777

778

779

AHA C-terminus780

d([AHACT ] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= + Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [AHACTp]

− Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL] ⋅ [AHACT ]
[AHACT ] +K

781

782

783
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BAK1784

d([BAK1] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ [BAK1] ⋅ [BIR3] − k ⋅KD ⋅ [BIR3BAK1])

− Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ [BAK1] ⋅ [BRI1pBL] − k ⋅KD ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL])

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff2 ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL]

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff2 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL]

+ Acell surface ⋅ koff3 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1pppS891BL]

785

786

787

BAK1 BRI1p BL788

d([BAK1BRI1pBL] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= + Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ [BRI1pBL] ⋅ [BAK1]

− koff ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL])

− Acell surface ⋅ koff2 ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL]

− Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL]

789

790

791

BAK1p BRI1pp BL792

d([BAK1pBRI1ppBL] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= + Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL]

− Acell surface ⋅ koff2 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL]

− Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL] ⋅
[BAK1pBRI1ppBL]

[BAK1pBRI1ppBL] +KM

793

794

795

BAK1p BRI1pppS891 BL796

d([BAK1pBRI1pppS891BL] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= + Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL]

⋅
[BAK1pBRI1ppBL]

[BAK1pBRI1ppBL] +KM

− Acell surface ⋅ koff3 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1pppS891BL]

797

798

799

BIK1800

d([BIK1] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BRI1BL]

⋅
[BIK1]

(Ki,BIK1 + [BIK1] ⋅ (1 + [BKI1]
Ki,BKI1

) ⋅ (1 + [BIK1]
Ki,BIK1

)

+ Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BIK1p]

801

802

803
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BIK1p804

d([BIK1p] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= + Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BRI1BL]

⋅
[BIK1]

(Ki,BIK1 + [BIK1] ⋅ (1 + [BKI1]
Ki,BKI1

) ⋅ (1 + [BIK1]
Ki,BIK1

)

− Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BIK1p]

805

806

807

BRI1 BL808

d([BRI1BL] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BRI1BL]

⋅
[1]

(1 + [BKI1]
Ki,BKI1

) ⋅ (1 + [BIK1]
Ki,BIK1

)

+ Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ stimulation ⋅ [BL] ⋅ [BRI1] − koff ⋅ [BRI1BL])
809

810

811

BRI1p BL812

d([BRI1pBL] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= + Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [BRI1BL]

⋅
[1]

(1 + [BKI1]
Ki,BKI1

) ⋅ (1 + [BIK1]
Ki,BIK1

)

−cell surface ⋅(k ⋅ [BAK1] ⋅ [BRI1pBL] − koff ⋅ [BAK1BRI1pBL])

− Acell surface ⋅ koff ⋅ [BRI1pBL]
813

814

815

BIR3816

d([BIR3] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ [BIR3] ⋅ [BAK1] − k ⋅KD ⋅ [BIR3BAK1])

− Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ [BIR3] ⋅ [BRI1] − k ⋅KD ⋅ [BIR3BRI1])
817

818

819

BIR3 BAK1820

d([BIR3BAK1] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ [BIR3] ⋅ [BAK1] − k ⋅KD ⋅ [BIR3BAK1])821

822

823
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BIR3 BRI1824

d([BIR3BRI1] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface ⋅ (k ⋅ [BIR3] ⋅ [BRI1] − k ⋅KD ⋅ [BIR3BRI1])825

826

827

Extracellular Proton Concentration828

d([H+
out] ⋅ Vcell wall)
dt

= + Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [AHA] ⋅ [H+
in] ⋅

[AHA]
[AHA] + InℎibitionAHACT ⋅ [AHACT ]

− Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ ([H+
out] − [H+

in])
829

830

831

CNGC10 open832

d([CNGC10open] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= + Acell surface

⋅
(

k1 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL] ⋅
[CNGC10closed]

KM + [CNGC10closed]
− k2 ⋅ [CNGC10open]

)

833

834

835

CNGC10 closed836

d([CNGC10closed] ⋅ Acell surface)
dt

= − Acell surface

⋅
(

k1 ⋅ [BAK1pBRI1ppBL] ⋅
[CNGC10closed]

KM + [CNGC10closed]
− k2 ⋅ [CNGC10open]

)

837

838

839

Intracellular Potassium Concentration840

d([K+
in] ⋅ Vcell)
dt

= + k ⋅ Acell surface ⋅ [CNGC10open] ⋅
[K+

out]
Kd

⋅
(

Em
−0.59

− 1
)

+ Acell surface ⋅ k ⋅ [K+
in] − k ⋅Keq ⋅ [K+

ex])

− Avacuole ⋅ k ⋅ (K+
in −K

+
vac)

841

842

843

Vacuolar Potassium Concentration844

d([K+
vac] ⋅ Vvacuole)
dt

= + Avacuole ⋅ k ⋅ ([K+
in] − [K+

vac])

845

846

847

Global Quantities848

Net charge change849

△Q = (([K+
in] − [K+

in,0]) ⋅ Vcell − ([H+
out] − [H+

out,0]) ⋅ Vcell wall) ⋅ Faraday constant F ⋅ factorpmol tomol

witℎ ∶ F = 96485.33212C mol−1

850

851

852

853

854

855
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Membrane potential change856

△Em =
net cℎarge distribution cℎange △Q
specif ic capacitance ∗ membrane area

857

858

859

Cell wall instability860

cell wall instability(t) = 1
1 + e−0.001([H+

out]−1.2⋅proton readout)
⋅stimulation⋅

(

1 − 1
1 + e−107⋅(cell wall(t)−5.0⋅10−6)

)

861

862

863

Cell wall thickness864

d(cell wall tℎickness)
dt

= 0.00015 ⋅ stimulation ⋅ cell wall tℎickness(t)

865

866

867

factor BIR3868

Factor representing the expression level of BIR3. 1 represents the normal expression level,
100 represents the overexpression level.

869

870

factor BRI1871

Factor representing the expression level of BRI1. 1 represents the normal expression level,
130 represents the overexpression level.

872

873

Events874

Stimulation875

Trigger: Model T ime > 86400 s

Target: Global quantity stimulation transient value is set to 1 from the initial value of 0.
876

877
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Overview of model components878

Appendix 1 Table 2. Protein are specified by the Uniprot identifier (Bairoch et al., 2005) and the
corresponding gene ID. For ions and chemical compounds, the ChEBI (Chemical Entities of Biological
Interest (Degtyarenko et al., 2007)) identifier is used instead. The initial concentrations of all
un-phosphorylated species and complexes between proteins were set to 0 pM.

879

880

881

882883

Species Uniprot ID / Gene ID Initial Source
ChEBI ID Concentration

BRI1 O22476 At4g39400 0.182 633 pM (van Esse et al., 2011)
BAK1 Q94F62 At4g33430 0.099 632 pM (van Esse et al., 2011)
BIR3 0.237 423 11 pM this study
AHA 0.232 442 pM AHA1 + AHA2

AHA1 P20649 At2g18960 0.116 221 pM assumption: AHA1
AHA2

≈ 1
1mRNA data (eFP Browser)

(Winter et al., 2007)
AHA2 P19456 At4g30190 0.116 221 pM this study
AHA C-terminus 0.232 442 pM AHA1 + AHA2

BKI1 Q9FMZ0 At5g42750 0.219 16 pM assumption: 1.2 ∗ [BRI1]t=0
BIK1 O48814 At2g39660 0.219 16 pM assumption: 1.2 ∗ [BRI1]t=0
CNGC10closed Q9LNJ0 At1g01340 0.1 pM

H+in 24636 - 63 000 pM

H+out 24636 - fitted to data
K+out 29103 - 9.8425 × 109 pM ½MS medium
K+in 29103 - 8.4 × 1010 pM (Maathuis and Sanders, 1993)
K+vac 29103 - 8.4 × 1010 pM assumed to be identical to K+in
BL 28277 - dose see experimental setup

884

885
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Experimentally determined parameters886

Appendix 1 Table 3. Model parameter that were either experimentally determined or where a range
or estimate of experimentally determined values was available. Rate law abbreviations: MA - mass
action kinetics, MM - Michaelis-Menten kinetics, CF - constant flux.

887

888

889890

ID Rate Law Parameter Value Source
r01 modified MA Ki up to 7.7 fold (Regenberg et al., 1995)

for AHA2
r02 modified MA k 0.84 × 10−9 dm s−1 to this study

1.25 × 10−9 dm s−1 Appendix 1 Fig. 1

r03 modified MA
r04 MA
r05 MA
r06 MA
r07 MA
r08 CF, MA dose 0 nM, 1 × 104 pM,5 × 104 pM, 1 × 105 pM (Caesar et al., 2011)

this study
r09 modified MA Kd 7.4 × 103 pM to 5.5 × 104 pM (Clouse, 2002)

(Hohmann et al., 2018)
(Kinoshita et al., 2005)
(Wang et al., 2001)

kon 9.49 × 10−7 pMol−1 s−1 (Hohmann et al., 2018)
r10 modified MM k 0.97 s−1 (Wang et al., 2014)
r11 modified MM
r12 modified MA
r13 MA
r14 MA
r15 MM
r16 MM
r17 MM time scale slow increase over 12 h (Oh et al., 2012)
rd1 MA
rd2 MA max. kd 1.05 × 10−2 s−1 (Hohmann et al., 2018)
rd3 MA max. kd 1.05 × 10−2 s−1 (Hohmann et al., 2018)
rd4 MA time scale residual Pi after 5 d (Oh et al., 2012)
rd5 MA
rd6 MA
rd7 MA

891

892
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pH measurements using pHusion893

A. thaliana seedlings stably expressing SYP122-pHusion were treated with with 500 µM
ortho-vanadate and the pH was measured after 30 min and 60 min based on the fluores-
cent ratio of mRFP and eGFP in the elongation zone. The measurements were conducted
for n = 30 seedlings. Plants treated with MS medium were taken as control, outliers were
set to pH 8.

894

895

896

897

898

899

Appendix 1 Figure 1. Measurement of the proton leak flux from the cell wall using SYP122-pHusion.
A. Resting pH in the elongation zone of the WT Col-0. Error bars represent SD (n = 3). B. pH after 1 h of
treatment with 500 µM ortho-Vanadate compared to control (MS). Error bars represent SD (n = 30).
The proton leak was estimated based on the pH difference and the average size of an epidermis cell
in the mid elongation zone (van Esse et al., 2011).

900

901

902

903

904905

Example calculation of Em and pH change906

pH 5.5→ 5907

△[H+] ∶ 10−5M − 10−5.5M = 1 ∗ 10−5 − 3.16 ∗ 10−6M = 6.84 ∗ 10−6M

908

909

910

△nH+ ∶ 6.84 ∗ 10−6M ∗ 8.2892 ∗ 10−13l = 5.67 ∗ 10−18mol

911

912

913

914

△Q ∶ 5.67 ∗ 10−18mol ∗ 96485.33212 C
mol

= 5.47 ∗ 10−13C

915

916

917

918

△Em ∶ 5.47 ∗ 10−13C
0.0081 ∗ 2.098 ∗ 10−9m2

= 3.22 ∗ 10−2V = 32.2mV

919

920

921

922
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923

Appendix 1 Figure 2. Scaled sensitivities of the pH change 60 min after stimulation with 10 nM BL in
response to changes in the parameter and global quantities values. Color code: red - negative control,
white - no influence, green - positive control. Color saturation indicates strength of the influence.

924

925

926927
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